
 

 

 

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20426 

April 29, 2020 
 

OFFICE OF ENERGY PROJECTS 

 

Project No. 5362-000 – Maine  

Lower Mousam Project  

Kennebunk Light and Power District  

 

Project No. 14856-002 – Maine  

Lower Mousam Project  

America First Hydro, LLC 

 

VIA Electronic Mail  

 

Mr. Todd J. Griset  

Counsel for Kennebunk Light and Power District  

tgriset@preti.com 

 

VIA FERC SERVICE 

 

Mr. Ian Clark 

America First Hydro LLC 

826 Scarsdale Ave 

Scarsdale, NY 10583 

 

Reference:  License Application Rejection 
 

Dear Mr. Griset and Mr. Clark: 

 

On March 30, 2020, America First Hydro, LLC (AFH) filed an application for a 

subsequent license for the 600-kilowatt (kW) Lower Mousam Project No. 14856, located 

on the Mousam River in York County, Maine.  As discussed below, the license 

application patently fails to conform to the requirements of the Commission's regulations 

and must be rejected. 

 

Background 

 

 Kennebunk Light and Power District (Kennebunk Light) currently owns and holds 
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a license to operate and maintain the Lower Mousam Project as FERC Project No. 5362.1  

On March 29, 2017, Kennebunk Light filed a notice of intent (NOI) stating that it did not 

intend to file an application for a subsequent license.  On May 15, 2017, the Commission 

issued a notice of the existing licensee’s NOI, and solicited NOIs and pre-application 

documents (PADs) from entities other than Kennebunk Light to file a subsequent license 

application for Project No. 5362.  On September 11, 2017, AFH responded by filing an 

NOI and PAD to prepare a subsequent license application for Project No. 5362.  

Commission staff assigned Project No. 14856 to the licensing proceeding initiated by 

AFH’s filing, which was conducted pursuant to the Commission’s integrated licensing 

process.   

 

As currently licensed to Kennebunk Light, the complete unit of development for 

Project No. 5362 consists of the Dane Perkins, Twine Mill, and Kesslen Developments.2  

In its NOI, AFH stated its “unequivocal intent to apply for a subsequent license for 

[Project No. 5362].”  AFH stated that it would “seek to relicense all existing Project 

Works subject to the current license for the 600-kW Lower Mousam Project.” 

 

 On July 20, 2018, Commission staff issued a study plan determination for AFH’s 

Lower Mousam Project No. 14856.  The study plan determination required AFH to 

conduct seven studies, and to file an initial study report (ISR) on the studies by July 21, 

2019.3    

 
1 The Lower Mousam Project is currently licensed and designated as Project 

No. 5362.  The existing license was issued with an effective date of April 1, 1982, for a 

term of 40 years, and expires on March 31, 2022.  See Kennebunk Light and Power 

District, 19 FERC ¶ 62,061 (1982).    

 
2 Section 3(11) of the Federal Power Act defines a “project” as a “complete unit of 

improvement or development, consisting of a power house, all water conduits, all dams 

and appurtenant works and structures (including navigation structures) which are a part of 

said unit, and all storage, diverting, or forebay reservoirs directly connected therewith, 

the primary line or lines transmitting power therefrom to the point of junction with the 

distribution system or with the interconnected primary transmission system, all 

miscellaneous structures used and useful in connection with said unit or any part thereof, 

and all water-rights, rights-of-way, ditches, dams, reservoirs, lands, or interest in lands 

the use and occupancy of which are necessary or appropriate in the maintenance and 

operation of such unit.”  16 U.S.C. § 796 (2016). 

 
3 The required studies include:  a Water Quality Study; a Benthic 

Macroinvertebrate Study; a Fish Assemblage Study; an Eel Passage Siting and Design 

Study; a Downstream Passage and Fish Entrainment Study; a Recreation Needs Study; 

and a Historic Assessment Study. 
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On July 19, 2019, AFH filed an ISR indicating that it had not completed the first 

year of study for any of the seven studies required by the study plan determination.  

Instead, the study report included a description of ongoing efforts to conduct the studies.  

The study reports did not include any data or information collected during the 2018 – 

2019 study season, as required by section 5.15(c)(1) of the Commission’s regulations.4  

On August 26, 2019, Commission staff issued a revised process plan and schedule, 

extending the deadline to November 15, 2019, for AFH to complete the first year of 

studies and file a revised ISR.  On November 15, 2019, AFH filed a revised ISR that 

included summary data for certain studies but did not include any study reports.  AFH 

stated that “consultant schedules slowed down the progress of study plans and 

implementation,” and “AFH has since worked directly with a number of consultants to 

get each study done and we will be done with all studies by spring of 2020.” 

 

On November 1, 2019, AFH filed a preliminary licensing proposal (PLP) for the 

Lower Mousam Project.  In the PLP, AFH stated that it is proposing to “relicense two of 

the three dams from the original project:  [t]he Twine Mill Dam, and the Dane Perkins 

Dam.”  Regarding the Kesslen Development, AFH stated that it “will seek comment upon 

the interest of the agencies and/or [non-governmental organizations] to acquire the 

Kesslen Development under the existing license held by [Kennebunk Light] and either 

seek a non‐power license or surrender the license with appropriate mitigation measures.”  

On December 19, 2019, Commission staff issued a letter suspending the licensing 

process.  Commission staff found that the PLP deviated from the NOI filed by AFH on 

September 11, 2017, because the PLP did not include a proposal to license all three 

developments, including the Kesslen development.  In its letter, Commission staff stated 

that a final license application that only addresses AFH’s relicensing proposal for two of 

the three developments, without any accompanying plans for the Kesslen development, 

will be considered patently deficient for purposes of relicensing the Lower Mousam 

Project.  

 

Discussion  

 

AFH’s final license application patently fails to conform to the requirements of the 

Commission’s regulations.  A complete list of deficiencies is enclosed in Schedule A.  

Substantial deviations from the filing requirements of the Commission’s regulations are 

discussed in detail below.    

 

AFH’s final license application fails to conform to section 5.18(b)(4) of the 

 

 
4 18 C.F.R. § 5.15(c)(1) (2019). 
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Commission’s regulations,5 which requires an applicant to provide a description of the 

proposed facilities and operation of the project.  The license application includes unclear 

and contradictory statements regarding AFH’s proposal for the Kesslen Development.  

AFH states that it will “maintain all three dams but only operate the upper two (Twine 

Mill and Dane Perkins).”6  AFH states that “Kesslen Dam will not be repowered or 

updated”7 and that AFH will “disconnect the generating equipment” at the Kesslen 

Development.8  Although AFH states that it is not proposing to partially surrender the 

Kesslen Development, it is unclear how the proposal to disconnect the generating 

equipment differs from a proposal to decommission the development.  However, in 

another section of the license application, AFH states that it “may refit the [Kesslen] 

development in the future to offset the cost of fish and eel passage if dictated by the 

agencies under Section 18 of the FPA.”9  This statement appears to contradict earlier 

statements in the license application regarding the operation of the Kesslen Development, 

and causes uncertainty about whether or not AFH is proposing to operate the Kesslen 

Development during the term of a subsequent license.  As requested in Commission 

staff’s December 19, 2019 letter, AFH should have included a clear plan in the license 

application to either decommission10 or operate and maintain the Kesslen Development.  

Without a clear and consistent proposal for operating the Kesslen Development, the 

application is deficient. 

 

 
5 18 C.F.R. § 5.18(b)(4)(vi) (2019). 

 
6 March 30, 2020 license application, Exhibit A at 19.  

 
7 Id.  

 
8 Id.  See also March 30, 2020 license application, Exhibit E at 77. 

 
9 March 30, 2020 license application, Exhibit A at 25. 

 
10 As stated in Commission staff’s December 19, 2019 letter, any plan to 

decommission the Kesslen Development would need to be accompanied by an 

environmental analysis and schedule for decommissioning, including:  (1) a 

decommissioning plan describing AFH’s planned disposition of project facilities at the 

Kesslen Development; (2) an environmental report that describes any environmental 

effects that are expected to occur upon surrender and any proposed measures for 

mitigating those effects; (3) a schedule/timeline for completing decommissioning and 

implementing any proposed measures; and (4) documentation of consultation with federal 

and state agencies. 
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AFH’s license application fails to conform to section 5.18(b)(5) of the 

Commission’s regulations,11 which requires that an applicant provide a detailed 

description of the affected environment and environmental effects of the proposed 

project.  The license application does not include a detailed description of the project’s 

effects on fish passage, wildlife and wildlife habitat, or cultural resources.  AFH 

references ongoing studies to collect information on these resources.  However, AFH has 

not filed complete first-year study reports for the majority of the studies required in the 

July 20, 2018 study plan determination.12  At this point in the licensing process, AFH 

should have completed at least the first year of studies required by the July 20, 2018 

study plan determination.  Without detailed descriptions of the affected environment and 

environmental effects of the project on fish passage, wildlife and wildlife habitat, and 

cultural resources, the license application is deficient.   

 

Section 5.20(a)(2) of the regulations provides that an applicant will be afforded 

additional time, not to exceed 90 days, to correct deficiencies in a license application.  

However, because these deficiencies in some instances involve the failure to perform 

studies that would take longer than 90 days to complete, the deficiencies cannot be timely 

corrected.  Therefore, pursuant to 18 C.F.R. § 5.20(b)(1), the application is patently 

deficient and must be rejected. 

 

This rejection letter is issued under authority delegated to the Director and 

constitutes final agency action.  Requests for rehearing may be filed within 30 days of the 

date of issuance of this letter, pursuant to 18 C.F.R. § 385.713 (2019).   
 

Sincerely 

 

 

 

Vince Yearick  

Director 

Division of Hydropower Licensing 

 

Enclosure:  Schedule A

 
11 18 C.F.R. § 5.18(b)(5)(ii) (2019). 

 
12 The reports filed by AFH to date include:  (1) a study report on the Recreational 

Needs Study; (2) three partial study reports with no data from the Kesslen Development 

for the Water Quality Study, the Benthic Macroinvertebrate Study, and the Fish 

Assemblage Study; and (3) three progress reports with little or no data for the Eel 

Passage Siting and Design Study, the Downstream Passage and Fish Entrainment Study, 

and the Historic Assessment Study.  
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Schedule A 

 

Application Deficiencies  

18 C.F.R. § 5.18  
 

SUBJECT DEFICIENT  COMMENTS 

§ 5.18 (a) - GENERAL CONTENT 

REQUIREMENTS 

  

(2) Name and addresses for:   

(v) Affected Indian tribes  X The license application does not include contact 

information for three of the four federally 

recognized tribes in Maine:  the Aroostook Band 

of Micmacs; the Houlton Band of Maliseet 

Indians; and the Passamaquoddy Tribe. 

(5) Additional Requirements by project type. 

(See Checklists for § 4.51 and § 4.61) 

  

(i) Minor projects or a major project (5 

MW or less) should include the 

information required by § 4.61 (General 

instructions, initial statement, and 

Exhibits A, F, and G) 

X 
See comments below. 

§ 5.18(b) EXHIBIT E- ENVIRONMENTAL 

EXHIBIT 

  

General Requirements: 

• Address the resources listed in § 5.6 

(the PAD), including: 

 

 

 

 

Fish and aquatic resources 

 

X The license application does not include a 

detailed description of migratory fish, including 

but not limited to American eel and river 

herring. 

Wildlife and botanical resources, 

wetlands, riparian, and littoral habitat  

X The license application does not provide a 

detailed description of wildlife resources, 

botanical resources, wetlands, riparian, and 

littoral habitat in the project vicinity. 

Recreation and land use 

 

X The license application does not include a 

detailed description of recreational resources in 

the project vicinity. 
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SUBJECT DEFICIENT  COMMENTS 

Cultural resources  

 

X The license application does not provide a 

description of known historical properties or 

surveys.  Additionally, the license application 

does not document consultation with the State 

Historic Preservation Officer.   

Tribal resources 

 

X The license application incorrectly states that 

there are no federally recognized tribes in 

Maine.  However, the Penobscot Nation, the 

Aroostook Band of Micmacs, the Houlton Band 

of Maliseet Indians, and the Passamaquoddy 

Tribe are all federally recognized tribes in 

Maine.  Additionally, the license application 

does not document consultation with federally 

recognized tribes.  

(4) Description of project facilities and 

operations including: 

   

(i) Maps showing facilities, lands, and 

waters within project boundary 

X The license application proposes to provide 

recreation improvements for carry-in boat access 

and tailrace fishing.  However, the application 

does not provide any details on where these 

improvements will be made, including any maps 

showing the proposed recreation resources within 

the project boundary. 

    

(vi) The current and proposed operation 

of the project, including daily or seasonal 

ramping rates, flushing flows, reservoir 

operations, and flood control operations 

X The license application does not provide a clear 

description of the proposed operation of the 

Kesslen Development. 

(5) Proposed Action and Alternatives   

(i) Explain the effects of the applicant’s 

proposal on each resource and include: 

  

(A) The affected environment 

 

X 

 

The license application does not provide a 

sufficient description of the migratory fisheries 

resources or cultural resources. 
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SUBJECT DEFICIENT  COMMENTS 

(B) The effects of the applicant’s 

licensing proposal and, if reasonably 

possible, any terms and conditions 

filed with the Commission 

 

X 

 

Because the migratory fisheries resources are not 

sufficiently described, the effects of the 

applicant’s licensing proposal are also not 

described in sufficient detail (e.g., number of 

affected species, run sizes and timing, 

appropriate types and locations for fish passage 

facilities, estimated fish passage costs, estimated 

entrainment-related effects). 

The application does not analyze the potential 

effects of the proposed recreation improvements, 

including ground disturbance, on vegetation and 

wildlife. 

(C) Unavoidable adverse impacts 

 

  

(ii) Additional Information pertaining to 

the resources listed in § 5.6 or § 5.8: 

X As detailed in the cover letter, the license 

application does not include a substantial portion 

of the study results required by the July 20, 2018 

study plan determination. 

(C) Describe proposed environmental 

measures by resource area including: 

• Changes in the project design or 

operations to address 

environmental effects and the 

basis for such measures 

• How each proposed measure 

would protect or enhance the 

existing environment including, 

when possible, anticipated 

benefits in non-monetary terms 

• Existing measures to be 

continued for the purpose of 

protecting and improving the 

environment and any proposed 

preliminary environmental 

measures received from the 

consulted resource agencies, 

Indian tribes, or the public. 

• If measures, proposed by a 

resource agency, Indian tribe, or 

member of the public, are not 

adopted, state the reasons based 

on project-specific information. 

 

X The license application proposes to provide 

recreation improvements for carry-in boat access 

and tailrace fishing.  However, the application 

does not provide any details on where these 

improvements will be made, what these 

improvements include, or any ongoing 

maintenance requirements for the proposed 

improvements.  
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SUBJECT DEFICIENT  COMMENTS 

(E) Economic Analysis including 

annualized current cost-based 

information on the: 

• Cost of operating and 

maintaining the project (existing 

projects) 

• Cost of constructing, operating, 

and maintaining the proposed 

project (new project) 

• Cost of resource protection, 

mitigation, or enhancement 

measures 

• Value of developmental 

resources (existing license) 

• Value of developmental 

resources for proposed project 

(new project) 

• Developmental resources may 

include power generation, water 

supply, irrigation, navigation, and 

flood control. 

• Any reduction in value of 

project development resource 

X The license application does not include the 

required economic analysis. 
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Application Deficiencies  

18 C.F.R. § 4.61  
 

SUBJECT DEFICIENT COMMENT 

§ 4.61 (c) Exhibit A – Project. Described   

(1) (i) Number and capacity of generating units, future units?    

(vii) Hydraulic capacity (minimum and maximum)   

Monthly flow duration curves X The license application does not 

include monthly flow duration 

curves.  

§ 4.61(e) Exhibit F-Drawings of Project Works (see § 4.41 

(g))  

X The Exhibit F drawings of 

project works are illegible. 

(1) Drawings of all major structures, showing:   

(i) Plan views   

(ii) Elevation views   

(iii) Profiles    

(iv) Section views   

(2) Preliminary design or final Exhibit F drawings   

(3) Supporting design report, including: X The license application does not 

include a supporting design 

report.  

(i) Suitability of site Condition of structures   

(ii) Geology and lab test reports   

(iii) Identify borrow/quarry sites and estimate needed 

material 

  

(iv) Major structures stability and stress test reports   

(v) Seismic loading and spillway design flood   

(4) Two copies of supporting design report   

 

 

§ 4.61(h) Exhibit G – Map (from § 4.41 (h)) 
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SUBJECT DEFICIENT COMMENT 

(2) Project boundary shown and encloses all project features; 

described by surveys, contours, etc. (If proposing boundary 

different from current boundary, clearly identify changes in 

boundary.) 

For applications with a shoreline management plan (SMP), 

GIS data for the project reservoir as well as shoreline 

management classifications. 

For recreational features, a representative latitude/longitude 

location point for each of the feature. 

All GIS data should have the same accuracy required for the 

project boundary; which must be positionally accurate to at 

least ± 40 feet and comply with the National Map Accuracy 

Standards for maps at a 1:24,000 scale. 

 

 

 

 

 

X 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit G does not show the 

location of the proposed 

recreation facilities, including 

the facilities related to carry-in 

boat access or tailrace fishing.  
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